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This past February, the UK parliament passed a law permitting 
mitochondrial replacement, making the UK the first country in 
the world to approve this technique. Mitochondrial replacement 
involves removing the nucleus from one egg that contains defective 
mitochondrial DNA and transferring it into the cytoplasm of another 
egg from a different woman with normal mitochondrial DNA but with 
its nucleus removed. Thus, fertilized eggs using this technique are 
described as “three-parent babies.” Because mitochondrial DNA is 
always acquired from the mother, mitochondrial replacement offers 
the best method to date to protect the offspring from mitochondrial 
DNA defects. However, the ability to prevent a disease from passing 
specific DNA to offspring has spurned the slippery slope argument 
about what constitutes acceptable intervention. 

Mitochondrial replacement can be seen as a derivation of in vitro 
fertilization (IVF), which also was once a fascinating and maybe 
frightening experiment. Since its invention, however, there exist 
millions of IVF babies, and newspapers around the world celebrated 
the 35th birthday of Louise Brown, the first IVF baby, two years ago. 
Nevertheless, mitochondrial replacement does demand we evaluate 
what is permissible in reproduction science. The manipulation of DNA 
argues that we are creating designer babies. Designer babies normally 
spark images of parents selecting a desired height or desired hair/eye 
colour for their child, but what if we could modify an obesity gene or 
a dyslexia gene? The faulty mitochondria avoided by mitochondrial 
replacement can lead to many diseases and is associated with lower 
life expectancy. Yet so too does obesity, and learning disabilities also 
have possible detrimental effects on life. 

In Japan, there is at the moment no discussion about permitting this 
technique. However, like IVF, that might change once we see the 
implications on people’s lives. If mitochondrial replacement shows 
health benefits that dwarf ethical concerns, Japan and many other 
countries may begin at least reassessing their position. 
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Since its inception, CiRA has held symposia to inform the general 
public about iPS cells, including recent developments and discoveries 
at the institute. These events have happened in multiple cities and 
offer a rare chance for researchers to interact directly with the people. 
CiRA Director Shinya Yamanaka is especially committed to these 
events, as he views them essential for sustaining public support and 
keeping the public informed so that expectations are within reason. 
“CiRA’s success is dependent on this support,” he said. 

CiRA had its most recent symposium on March 14 in Kyoto. This 
year, the institute organized the event in partnership with Advanced 
Medicine Promotion Organization (AMPO). AMPO invited Professor 
Tomoki Todo of the University of Tokyo and Professor Yoshiki Sawa 
of Osaka Univeristy, respectively renown for their work on cancer and 
cardiac failure therapies, to talk about their progress in their fields. 
On the CiRA side, joining Yamanaka was Associate Professor Misao 
Fujita, who leads the Uehiro Research Division for iPS Cell Ethics at 
CiRA. It was her first time to speak at these symposia and likely the 
first time for many to hear about the ethics behind the research. “I was 
surprised many people had never thought about the ethical issues,” 
she said.

Fujita prepared her talk with the intention of giving caution, as she 
worries that if public expectations become unreasonable, “…once 
something bad happens, there could be huge backlash.” For these 
reasons, her talk went beyond simply the ethics of iPS cell research, as 
she also asked the audience to consider the ethics of making animals 
like pigs chambers for growing human transplant organs and the 
possibility of growing iPS cells into fully formed humans. In contrast, 
Yamanaka’s talk highlighted the recent findings at CiRA and spoke of 
the two clinical trials led by CiRA scientists that are expected to begin 
in upcoming years.

For many of the 755 people in attendance, it was their first detailed 
lesson about iPS cells. “I knew that iPS cells were some great 
discovery, but until today I did not understand why,” said one 
attendee.
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